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With the European Parliament comprising politicians from many different countries, cultures, languages, national parties and institutional backgrounds, one might expect politics in the Parliament to be highly fragmented and unpredictable. By studying more than 15,000 recorded votes between 1979 and 2004 this book establishes that the opposite is in fact true: transnational parties in the European Parliament are highly cohesive and the classic ‘left-right’ dimension dominates voting behaviour. Furthermore, the cohesion of parties in the European Parliament has increased as the powers of the Parliament have increased. The authors suggest that the main reason for these developments is that like-minded members of the European Parliament (MEPs) have incentives to form stable transnational party organizations and to use these organizations to compete over European Union (EU) policies. They suggest that this is a positive development for the future of democratic accountability in the EU.
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Independently of each other, Simon in London and Gérard and Abdul in Brussels began collecting the voting records of the Members of the European Parliament (MEP) in 1998. Abdul and Simon then ‘discovered’ each other at the American Political Science Association conference in Washington, DC in September 2000, when they presented almost identical papers analysing the dimensions of voting in the European Parliament. We quickly decided to pool our efforts, and started working on collecting the full set of roll-call voting data from July 1979 to June 2004. This proved more difficult than we had originally anticipated. The voting records from the first three parliaments had to be entered from hard copies of the annexes to the minutes of the European Parliament’s plenary sessions. This involved scanning each page and applying a specially written piece of software to transform the text files into a database. For the fourth and fifth parliaments, we were able to gain access to the original electronic files from the European Parliament.

This research would not have been possible without the support of several people. Georges Destreé, from the Centre de Calcul at the Université Libre de Bruxelles (ULB), wrote the computer code, which enabled us to transform kilometres of text into lines of numerical code. Giacomo Benedetto coordinated the scanning of the files for the first two parliaments and entered a huge amount of data on each MEP and each vote. Vincenzo Verardi scanned the voting records for the third and fourth parliaments. Bjorn Hoyland entered the information about each vote in the first and fifth parliaments. Elsa Roland helped integrate the databases from the third and fourth parliaments. Michiel van Hulten provided us with access to the electronic files from the fifth parliament, and Michiel’s assistant, Ruud Verschuur, provided invaluable support in sending us the files. Maria Elvira Traccitto, from the European Parliament, provided us with extensive data on each individual MEP. Pat Cox, who was President of the European Parliament between 2002 and 2004, invited us to present the research in the European Parliament.
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